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Abstract  

Moral decision-making is a multi-component process that requires individuals to evaluate choice 

implications, especially within the company context. In order to investigate cognitive and emotional 

processes underlying moral decision-making, the electroencephalographic (EEG), hemodynamic, 

through the use of functional near-infrared spectroscopy (fNIRS), and behavioral correlates (reaction 

times – RTs and the number of accepted offers) of 18 managers were recorded during a task 

administration which proposed three different choice contexts (professional fit, that proposed a money 

subdivision for a work done with a colleague; company fit, that proposed a money subdivision for the 

company benefits introduction; social fit, that proposed a money subdivision to help a colleague’s relative 

financially). For each context, three different offers were presented: financially advantageous for the 

respondent; financially disadvantageous for the respondent, and neutral, financially the same for proposer 

and respondent. Regarding neural results, differences in frequency bands (delta, theta, beta) and 

hemodynamic (oxygenated – O2Hb and deoxygenated hemoglobin – HHb) activity were observed. 

Specifically, an increase of delta, theta, and beta frontal activity has emerged during the three choice 

contexts, showing the involvement of emotional processes. Furthermore, an increase of delta, theta, and 

beta left frontal activity and of O2Hb in dorsolateral prefrontal cortex (DLPFC) was observed for fair 

offers in professional fit condition, as a consequence of positive emotional engagement.  

Moreover, an increase of theta and delta left parietal activity and of O2Hb in superior temporal sulcus 

(STS) was observed for unfair offers in social fit condition, indicating higher empathic responses. 

Regarding behavioral results, an increase of accepted responses was observed for fair and neutral offers 

in professional and social fit conditions. Furthermore, an increase of RTs has emerged for unfair offers 

in company fit condition. These results foster the investigation of moral decision-making in the company 

context, underlying the importance of morals consequences of moral decisions. 


